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GIVE A GIFT THAT  
BENEFITS BAT CONSERVATION

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON MEMBERSHIP AT BAT CONSERVATION INTERNATIONAL,  

PLEASE EMAIL MEMBERSHIP@BATCON.ORG.

Your friends and family members will appreciate receiving a “green” gift that helps 
bats who need it the most. When you give a gift of membership, your loved one will be welcomed 
into the BCI family and will receive: 

>  Exclusive access to members-only events at Bracken Cave, home to the largest known colony of 
bats in the world. Come experience a once-in-a-lifetime phenomenon, the “batnado,” outside of 
San Antonio, Texas.

>  A subscription to our award-winning Bats magazine which is published three times a year. The 
magazine features bat species profiles, articles about current conservation efforts and even a 
special section for our youngest bat enthusiasts.

The best part about giving a gift membership is that you are really giving two gifts: one to your loved 
one and one to the mission of BCI. Visit batcon.org/join to sign up today.
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batoff the A F E W WO R DS O F I N T RO D U C T I O N F RO M YO U R F R I EN DS AT B C I

In July, Bat Conservation Interna-
tional celebrated a true milestone 
in bat conservation. A significant 

land purchase spearheaded by BCI 
led to the creation of the first-ever 
bat sanctuary within the island 
nation of Fiji.

 The new sanctuary represents 
not only an historic moment for 
conservation in Fiji, but also a vital 
step toward ensuring the survival of 
a critically endangered species, the 
Fijian free-tailed bat.

 The sanctuary will protect the 
land surrounding Nakanacagi Cave, 
which is home to the only known 
maternity colony of the Fijian 
free-tailed bat and the only known 
roosting site for the bat in Fiji. 
Based on the best available scientific 
data, this single roost represents 95 
percent of the global population of 

this critically endangered species.
 At BCI, we recognize the 

importance of working through 
partnership here in the United 
States and around the globe. The 
new sanctuary was made possible 
by partnerships with the Rainforest 
Trust, the National Trust of Fiji, 
Nature Fiji-MareqetiViti and many, 
many others.  

 This major conservation win is 
a reminder of the importance of 
BCI’s mission and our organization’s 
approach to conservation. With the 
help of our partners and supporters, 
we deliver world-class conservation 
in the places where bats need it 
most. When we do, we protect the 
best of nature.

Mike Daulton
BCI Executive Director

By MIKE DAULTON

A Significant Milestone
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TALK TO US
Share your thoughts 
and feedback with 
Bats magazine at 
pubs@batcon.org.

Posing after the Ceremony: Ms. Nunia Thomas-Moko, Director—NatureFiji-MareqetiViti; 
Kevin Pierson, Chief Conservation Office, Bat Conservation International; Mr. Craig Powell, 
Chair—National Trust of Fiji Islands; Wren McLean, Australasia Conservation Officer Rainforest 
Trust—Australia; Ratu Wiliame Katonivere, Tui Macuata; staff from the University of South Pacific; 
staff from BirdLife International; Robin Yarrow, Permanent Secretary for the Ministry of Agriculture 
(retired) and Secretary for Tourism, Foreign Affairs and National Planning (retired).

Bat Conservation International (BCI) is a 501(c)(3) 
organization dedicated to protecting bats and their 
essential habitats around the world. A copy of our 
current financial statement and registration filed by  
the organization may be obtained by contacting our 
office in Austin, below, or by visiting batcon.org.                                

Main Office
500 North Capital of 
Texas Highway, Building 1
Austin, TX 78746
512-327-9721
 
Editor
Katie Jepson

Washington, D.C.
1012 14th Street NW 
Suite 905
Washington, D.C. 20005
512-327-9721

Publication Management   GLC

Bats welcomes queries from writers. Send your article 
proposal in a brief outline form and a description of 
any photos, charts or other graphics to the Editor at 
pubs@batcon.org.

Members: We welcome your feedback. Please send 
letters to the Editor at pubs@batcon.org. Changes 
of address may be sent to members@batcon.org 
or to BCI at our Austin, Texas, address above. Please allow 
four weeks for the change of address to take effect.

From time to time, BCI exchanges mailing lists with 
other like-minded conservation groups to make more 
people aware of the importance of bats. If you wish 
to opt out of these exchanges, please let us know at 
members@batcon.org.

Founder: Dr. Merlin D. Tuttle
Board of Directors
Dr. Cullen Geiselman, Chair 
Steven P. Quarles,  

Vice Chair
Danielle Gustafson, 

Treasurer
C. Andrew Marcus, 

Secretary

Science Advisory Committee
Dr. Kate Jones (emeritus)
Dr. Tigga Kingston
Dr. Gary McCracken,  

Board liaison
Dr. Rodrigo Medellín

Dr. Paul Racey
Dr. Charles Rupprecht
Dr. Thomas O’Shea
Dr. Stuart Parsons
Dr. Nancy Simmons

Senior Staff
Mike Daulton, Executive Director
Kevin Pierson, Chief Conservation Officer
Mylea Bayless, Senior Director, Network and Partnerships
Winifred Frick, Chief Scientist, Conservation Science
Kenda Lovecchio, Chief Development and  

Communications Officer 

Visit BCI’s website at batcon.org and the following 
social media sites:

Facebook.com/batcon
Twitter.com/BatConIntl

Eileen Arbues
Dr. Charles C. Chester
George ‘Timo’ Hixon
Donald R. Kendall, Jr.
Dr. Gary McCracken
Dr. Wes Sechrest
Susan Wallace
Joe Walston
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There is no doubt that it takes many hands to implement 
sustainable conservation practices. Researchers, land owners, 
NGOs and government departments all have a role to play to 
promote bat conservation—especially in tourism-heavy regions 
like Southeast Asia. This past August, BCI traveled to the 
Philippines to meet with partners on the front lines and witness 
these conservation dialogues firsthand. 

First stop was the 4th Southeast Asian Bat Conference on 
the of island Negros, Philippines. Hosted by the Philippines 
Biodiversity Conservation Foundation (PBCFI), the confer-
ence served as a forum for over 250 participants to network, 

A Conservation 
Dialogue 
Sustainable tourism in Southeast Asia

     LEARN MORE
Learn more about BCI’s Granting Programs at 
batcon.org/grants.

>
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The world’s largest known population of Geoffrey’s Rousette fruit bats can be found in the Monfort Bat Cave in the Philippines.bat

collaborate and discuss 
ongoing bat research and 
conservation projects. 
At the conference, BCI 
International Program 
Manager Jon Flanders 
and Director of Network 
and Partnerships Mylea 
Bayless hosted a grant 
application workshop 
for students interested 
in applying for BCI’s 
Student Research 
Scholarship for Global 
Bat Conservation 
Priorities. In addition, BCI 
presented highlights of 
some of the organiza-
tion’s international cave 
conservation work.

“The conference was a great opportunity for us to see all the incredible work being 
carried out for bat conservation across Southeast Asia. It was especially gratifying to meet so 
many current and former BCI scholars, find out how they are progressing in their careers, and 
hear all about their conservation success stories. BCI is incredibly proud to play a small part 
in the work they are doing, and we look forward to funding more student scholars—including 

A N N I V ER S A RY

Stellaluna Celebrates 25 Years
Themes of tolerance and acceptance resonate across generations

“In a warm and sultry forest, far, far away, there once lived a mother fruit bat and her new baby … Stellaluna.”
This year, Janell Cannon’s beloved children’s book celebrates its 25th anniversary. Over the years, Stellaluna 

has opened the eyes of countless readers to the world of bats. Since it was first published in 1993, Stellaluna 
has been translated into 30 languages, made into an animated movie and even adapted into a stage play. But, 
perhaps most importantly, the book’s themes of tolerance and acceptance have resonated with audiences both 
young and old. 

Cannon, an entirely self-taught writer and illustrator, grew up watching the bats fly outside of her childhood 
home in Minnesota. However, it was after a memorable trip to Thailand that she found the inspiration to create 
Stellaluna. “I knew that there was plenty of room on the shelf for a new bat story, but I got distracted by other 
things in life,” Cannon told Publisher’s Weekly. 

“For the first time in my life, I was in a place that was culturally very different, I didn’t know the language, and 
yet I still felt so connected and that I belonged. So, I asked myself the question, ‘How can we be so different, yet 
feel so much the same?’ and I began thinking about working that theme into a story about overlooking differ-
ences in order to find common ground.”

After the release of Stellaluna, Cannon went on to publish six children’s books and travel the world with bat 
biologists, illustrators and even BCI’s founder, Merlin Tuttle.Ph
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Jon Flanders and Mylea Bayless met with past and present BCI student scholars. 

Dan Taylor, BCI 
Director of Public 
Lands Program, 
with Janell Cannon

the future leaders of Southeast Asian bat 
conservation,” says Jon Flanders. 

After the conference concluded, BCI and 
PBCFI traveled to several sites to observe 
how eco-tourism resorts balance the pressure 
of tourism with protecting wildlife. Previously, 
PBCFI has worked closely with the resorts to 
ensure that the resident bat populations are 
not overly disturbed and have trained locals 
to carry out regular flying fox counts. 

Afterward, BCI traveled to the Monfort 
Bat Sanctuary—home to the world’s largest 
known population of Geoffrey’s Rousette 
fruit bats—to meet with the property’s owner, 
Norma Monfort. Since 2006, BCI has worked 
with Monfort to help her retain ownership 
of the site and protect the approximately 1.8 
million bats living in the cave. 

“We are proud of our partners’ work in 
the Philippines and believe the conservation 
we’ve done together to protect flying foxes 
and promote sustainable tourism at the 
Monfort Bat Cave are true models for work-
ing within the entire Southeast Asia Region,” 
says Mylea Bayless. 
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You don’t need superpowers or a lot of money to participate in Bat Week. Visit batweek.org to check out our easy-to-use toolkits.

Snow Snooze
Ussurian tube-nosed bats build igloos  
for hibernation

What do polar bears and Ussurian tube-nosed bats 
(Murina ussuriensis) have in common? Besides both 
being mammals (and arguably cute ones at that), it 

turns out that these two species both enjoy a good snooze in 
the snow. 

Now, it is important to keep in mind that plenty of other 
mammals hibernate under the snow, but polar bears—and 
now the Ussurian tube-nosed bats—are the only two species 
known to seek out snow dens specifically. 

For years, Japanese researchers were unsure where this bat 
species went during the subzero winter months. Following 
initial anecdotal accounts, the team first observed the bats 
in their tiny igloos in 2013. After years of observation, 
researchers now believe the bats hibernate in cylindrical or 
cone-shaped holes under the snow. 

Hirofumi Hirakawa, a wildlife biologist at the Forestry and 
Forest Products Research Institute in Japan and lead author 
of the study, believes that snow dens provide more stable 
temperatures than tree cavities in subzero temperatures. Other 
benefits of snow dens include protection from predators and 
reduced water loss during hibernation. 

The bats will go on their merry way after the snow starts to 
melt and the dens become exposed—after a good long stretch, 
we imagine! 
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D I S COV ERYE V EN T S

Be a Bat Hero!
You don’t need superpowers to be a 
hero to bats! 

We all know that bats are amazing animals 
that are vital to the health of our environment 
and economy. And although we may not 
always see them, bats are hard at work all 
around the world each night—eating tons 
of insects, pollinating flowers and spreading 
seeds that grow new plants and trees. For 
this year’s Bat Week (Oct. 24–31), we invite 
you to learn about all the different ways you 
can be a hero for bats. From installing a bat 
house, to teaching others the benefits of bats, 
to even hosting a Bat Week party—there are 
countless ways you can help bats not only 
survive but thrive!

FOLLOW AND LEARN
Throughout BatWeek, follow @BatConIntl 
or @BatWeek for fun facts and tips for how 
YOU can be a bat hero right from home. 
Head on over to BatWeek.org to learn more. 

Ussurian tube-nosed bats (Murina ussuriensis) 
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Fijian 
Blossom  

Bat 

BINOMIAL 
Notopteris macdonaldi

FAMILY
Pteropodidae

COLONY SIZE
100s to 1,000s

DIET
Flowers, fruit, pollen, nectar

STATUS
Vulnerable

REGION

bat stats

Islands  
of Fiji

T H ER E A R E 1, 3 3 1+ S P EC I E S O F B AT S I N T H E WO R L D. T H I S I S  O N E O F T H EM .

light
spot species t
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The Fijian blossom bat is known as Beka vaka buina in native Fijian. 

Bats have a unique claim to the 
islands of Fiji: they’re the only 
native mammals of the island 

group. The archipelago of 333 
islands is home to only six species 
of bat, five of which are endangered 
or threatened. 

While three of those bat species 
are considered “megabats,” or bats 
that don’t echolocate, the Fijian 
blossom bat is unique in that it 
roosts in caves. These roosts are 
usually found in the darkest areas of 
large, high-ceilinged cave structures. 

This species is also known as the 
long-tailed fruit bat, and it’s easy 
to see why—a long, mouse-like tail 
hangs freely from its rump, uncon-
fined by any tail membrane. Unlike 
the other two species of megabats 
found in Fiji, which weigh an aver-
age of about 500 grams, blossom 
bats are small, weighing between 
50–60 grams and have an average 
body length of only 4 inches from 
snout to rump. As for the flower 
moniker, some bat specimens have 
been captured in close proximity 
to blossoms, on which the bat is 
believed to feed. 

Though the Fijian blossom bat 
also has been seen on the island 
of Vanuatu, only five colonies are 
known, all of them on Viti Levu, 
Fiji, and most of them in close 
proximity to human population 
centers. Little direct research has 
been done on the species, and 
most of the natural history of this 
animal comes as a result of periodic 
surveys conducted in Fiji’s caves 
and forested mountain zones. 

Joanne Malotaux, a Dutch 
instructor of biology, spent six 
months conducting such surveys in 
Fiji while working with the nonprofit 
conservation group NatureFiji-
MareqetiViti. While she was visiting 
the village of Nabukelevu with 

Kelera Macedru, 
Conservation Officer 
for NatureFiji-
MareqetiViti, to 
talk with villagers 
there about bat 
conservation, a 
hunter told the pair 
about a nearby cave 
with many bats. 
With no previous 
documentation of any 
such bat cave in the 
area, Malotaux and 
Macedru were eager to 
organize a field trip to 
check it out. 

“We found a massive cave with a 
colony of thousands and thousands 
of the Fijian blossom bat,” Malotaux 
says. It doubled the known popula-
tion of the species in Fiji. Far from 
human habitation, the cave is rel-
atively undisturbed—one possible 
reason for the thriving population 
that roosts there.  

The remaining sites on the island 
where the blossom bat lives are 
threatened, in one way or another, 
by the presence of humans. A 
large limestone quarry is situated 
next to one of the caves, and 
two others have become tourist 
attractions. Locals use the caves 
as trash dumps in some areas. 
At other caves, local harvesting 
of bats, between 100 and 500 per 
year, has reportedly stopped, but 
exact counts of bats in their roosts 
are difficult to conduct due to the 
presence of white-rumped swiftlets 
(Aerodramus spodiopygius) that 
occur alongside the blossom bats 
in the caves. And because the bats 
are sensitive to bright light, they’re 
easily disturbed by tourist groups 
bearing flashlights. 

Some of Malotaux’s work with 
NatureFiji-MareqetiViti involved 
speaking with locals about the 
benefits and advantages of having 
bats nearby, for example, how 
they help pollinate wild and 
domesticated crop plants. 

But much more information 
about the bat is needed to 
accomplish the outreach mission. 
Though it’s known that the bats 
will make their way into the 
highlands from their lowland caves, 
the specific plants on which they 
forage are relatively unknown. 
Their cranial structure and long 
tongues are well-adapted for 
foraging pollen and nectar, which 
is supported by the few dietary 
studies that have been carried out 
on this species. While the full list 
of forage plants for this species is 
still unknown, there is evidence 
that blossom bats rely on plants 
such as Barringtonia seaturae, a 
Fiji endemic tree, and plants in the 
genus Syzygium.

“The bats do have an important 
ecological role to play,” Malotaux 
adds, “but little is known about their 
feeding preferences.” 

The species may be a good target 
to advance the cave conservation 
work already underway in Fiji.

Jason Corbett, Director of BCI’s 
Subterranean Program, will be 
conducting new assessments of 
the blossom bat roosts later in 
2018, along with partners from 
NatureFiji-MareqetiViti. The ability 
to preserve the last remaining 
maternity roosts of this threatened 
endemic species may be their 
lifeline into the future. 

Flowers for your sweetheart 
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The Fijian 
blossom 
bat is also 
known as the 
long-tailed 
fruit bat—for 
obvious 
reasons. 

By MICHELLE Z. DONAHUE
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whimsy
“Nightwing” 
statue by Dale 
Whistler
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Just as millions of Mexican free-tailed bats 
swirl from Austin’s Congress Avenue Bridge 
every night, another fixture in the city also 

wheels free in the gusts and breezes blowing 
along the Colorado River. 

“Nightwing,” known among locals simply as 
“The Bat,” celebrates its 20th birthday this year. A 
monumental piece of public art, the free-spinning 
sculpture has become synonymous with the 
city alongside its famous colony of bats. With 
one wing stretched forward and the other swept 
behind, Dale Whistler’s gently rotating sculpture 
captures the lissome energy of a bat in flight. 

Whistler says his art is driven by the desire to 
bring more playfulness into everyday life, even in 
the face of environmental and other challenges. 
He believes that’s why “The Bat” has become such 
a beloved fixture in the city—it brings levity  
and lightness.

“If it were stationary, it would look serious, but 
it wiggles and moves,” Whistler says.

“The Bat” may be one of the most recognizable 
works of bat-inspired art, but it’s far from alone. 
Around the world, throughout time and across all 
cultures, bats have inspired creators and artists 
of all kinds to immortalize these enigmatic 
characters in their works. 

Tales as Old as Time
Though they have often been portrayed as ill 
omens and agents of mystery, bats can claim to 
have done it all when it comes to symbolism  
and allegory. 

whimsy ON
By MICHELLE Z. DONAHUE

SPANNING TIME AND 
CULTURES, BATS ARE 
EVERYWHERE IN ART 

Many representations have drawn heavily 
from bats’ nocturnal habits, linking nighttime 
activity with lurking evil. In Mayan mythology, 
the “death bat,” or Camazotz, represented the 
trials of the underworld; in medieval Europe, 
bats were regarded as agents of hell. This notion 
possibly originated from the designation of 
bats as “unclean” animals in the Christian Bible, 
prompting artists to adorn devils and demons 
with bats’ leathery wings to contrast with angels’ 
snowy swan wings. 

In classical Greece and Rome, the ancients 
also had a low opinion of bats, but not because 
of their night flying. In one fable, as preserved 
in Aesop’s animal tales, the bat switched sides 
during a battle between beasts and birds, 

WINGS

China, Imperial Vase with 
Bats and Clouds, I736-1795, 
Porcelain. Bequest of Bert 
G. Clift, from the Permanent 
Collection of the Utah 
Museum of Fine Art

>
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F E AT U R E The 12th century American Mogollon culture of the Mimbres region frequently used bats in its geometric pottery designs. 

choosing the side  
he thought would  
win any time the  
tide turned. When 
peace came, the 
animals punished the 
bat for his deceitful 
behavior by banishing 
him to fly alone at 
night. Considered 
an asset by modern 
standards, the 
Greeks and Romans 
clearly felt the bat’s 
adaptability was an 
undesirable trait. 

But around the 
bottom half of the 
globe, the perspective 

of bats also seems to be inverted, compared with 
Northern Hemisphere views. 

Among indigenous peoples in the Southern 
Hemisphere, the bat has enjoyed more favorable 
representations. In stories of the goddess Leutogi 
from the island of Samoa, a banished princess 
survived on a barren island thanks to her bat 
companions who brought her fruit. As the bats 
colonized the barren island’s caves, they made 
the land fertile again. And in Australia, some 
Aboriginal tribes pass along stories of flying 
foxes as ancestors, says Tessa Laird, an artist and 
author of the book Bat, in which she has collected 
stories of chiropterans and their imagery from 
around the world. 

“We’re so used to seeing and portraying bats 
as almost horrifically or comically ‘other,’” Laird 
says. “To think of them as being related to us, 
it really turns things around. I love the idea of 
the shifting perspective that the bat exemplifies, 
because of their upside-down view.”

You Lucky Bat 
Nowhere do bats enjoy such high favor as in China. 

“In China, the bat is a symbol for happiness,” 
writes D.H. Lawrence in his 1923 poem “Bat.” 
That’s because in Mandarin, the words for 
“bat” and “fortune” are represented by the same 
character (“fu”), leading to millennia of sly  
visual references. 

In carvings, paintings and on ceramics, bats 
are everywhere in Chinese art. On pottery, such 
as the “Imperial Vase with Red Bats and Clouds,” 
their free, fluid shapes could easily be mistaken 
for birds at first glance; the red color traditionally 

represents joy, making the bats doubly lucky.  
The vase was commissioned by or given as a  
gift to the Chinese emperor Qianlong in the mid-
18th century.

“It’s like a greeting card,” says Luke Kelly, 
Associate Curator of Collections and Antiquities 
at the Utah Museum of Fine Arts, which holds 
the vase in its permanent collection. “But 
instead of written words saying, ‘I want to wish 
you happiness as high as the clouds,’ you have 
these blue clouds and red bats. I love that this 
is their view of bats. Because [the word] sounds 
like good fortune, they can play and have this 
visual pun.” 

Laird points out bat shapes on plates at 
restaurants and sees them hiding playfully in the 
carved backs of chairs. 

Even BCI’s original logo was also a nod to a 
traditional Chinese symbol of good fortune. 
Standing for happiness, health, wealth, longevity 
and a good death, the five interlinked bats make 
up the “wu fu,” or the Five Fortunes. 

From Fantastic to Factual
Even if bats are still a go-to symbol of things that 
go bump in the night, Laird says depictions of 
bats in popular culture and art have experienced 
a shift in the last several decades. Halloween, for 
instance, is increasingly used “in service of bats,” 
she says, as an annual opportunity to learn more 
about the role and benefits of the animal behind 
the symbol. 

Bat Tats 
From goth icons to quirky motifs, bats are a favorite of 
both tattoo artists and the inked-upon. 

Stephanie Tamez, a tattoo artist based in New York 
City, says it’s for one simple reason: a bat’s shape makes 
for great motion on the skin. 

“The overall structural shape of things can make 
them form interestingly,” Tamez says. So while she’ll 
try to guide people away from doing a hibiscus tattoo, 
which is “big and floppy” and doesn’t have a structural 
shape that reads strongly on the body, forms like bats 
translate well—especially their wings. 

Tamez has done everything from hyper-real bat 
portraits to more stylized impressions—the sort she 
chose for her own bat tattoo, which is in a Chinese style, 

A woodblock print from the 1930s, titled “Bat and Moon.”
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Image: BCI

The basis for the original BCI 
logo was a Chinese wu fu.
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In Mayan 
mythology, 
the “death 
bat,” or 
Camazotz, 
represented 
the trials 
of the 
underworld.

They show up more often simply as themselves, 
as well. Laird credits Merlin Tuttle’s portrait-style 
photographs of bats as helping people relate to 
them better, but also artists like Monster Chetwynd 
(formerly known as Marvin Gaye Chetwynd). Her 
“Bat Opera” series depicts bats flying alone or in 
groups among landscapes blooming in color—
never hidden away in a dark corner. 

“Kids get to do these exercises about how cool 
bats really are, and I feel at least the younger 
generation is getting a different picture of bats,” 
Laird says. “And with videos and pictures that 
show how incredibly cute many bats are—that’s 
amazing for them.”

Off the Page
Bats aren’t just a source of inspiration for people 
working in visual media—their dynamism has 
also influenced choreographers, musicians and 
interdisciplinary artists to capture their essence. 
In 2004, Humboldt State University presented 
“Echoes of the Night,” a bat-inspired dance 
performance; for the SXSW festival in 2014, 

a nod to the luck and longevity attributed 
to the bat. 

Though she grew up in Texas and didn’t 
visit the massive bat colony at Bracken 
Cave until recently, it was a close encounter 
with bats on the Yuba River in California 
that started her on the path to studying 
tattooing and iconography. 

“It led me to want to learn more about 
them, and I came across a Chinese stylized 
bat. It was an awesome moment, and I really 
felt connected to them after that,” Tamez says.  

Samantha Bourgeous, a Utah mother 
of three, has a tattoo of flying foxes on her 
left forearm. The large central figure is sur-
rounded by three pups, one for each of her 
children. Bats, Bourgeous says, were the 
obvious choice when it came to represent-
ing motherhood. 

“They are excellent mothers, being both doting and 
fiercely defensive,” Bourgeous says. 

A realistic portrayal was important to her since “bats are 
beautiful the way they are in nature,” she says, adding that 
the tattoo has opened up many opportunities for discussion 
about bats’ role in the environments in which they live. The 
tattoo artists, too, learn from the experience—like tattoo artist 
Jaki Freeman, of Revelation Tattoo Company in Orange Park, Florida. 

“[Jaki] actually let me know that drawing it changed her original 
negative perspective of bats,” Bourgeous says. And most people 
seem surprised at first to learn that they’re bats, when asking about 
the tattoo, she adds, but she’s used that surprise to try to turn around 
misconceptions she encounters, and advocate for bats.

“I try to educate those who still see them as gross or frightening, or believe 
their existence is not important for the environment,” Bourgeous adds. 

Bats also have a deep history in traditional tattooing, especially in Samoa, where getting a traditional 
form based on the p’ea, or flying fox, is still an important ritual today. Extending from the knees to the 
hips, the thick black lines of the p’ea wraps a man’s legs and body like the flying fox’s wings, “symboli-
cally sealing and protecting a potential warrior,” writes Tessa Laird in Bat. 

Mexico, Bat Effigy Head, estimated 300-500, Terracotta. 
Purchased with funds from the John Preston Creer and Mary 
Elizabeth Brockbank Creer Memorial Fund, from the Permanent 
Collection of the Utah Museum of Fine Arts.

An original 
bat-and-
agave tattoo 
design from 
Stephanie 
Tamez. 
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Bacardi partnered with a London-based creative 
agency to produce an electronic musical number 
based on motion-capture of Austin’s nightly bat 
exodus. 

A similar project went on display in 2012 at 
Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical 
Park in Vermont, a product of recordings of little 
brown bat calls made in 2001.

Andrea Polli is an environmental artist at 
the University of New Mexico who specializes 
in “sonifying” data to reveal new dimensions. 
As part of a larger project delving into the 
“soundscape” of the area, Polli worked with park 
scientists to manipulate the bats’ echolocation 
sounds into a spacy-sounding loop that could 
back a techno track. Recordings like these, she 
says, could be key to a better understanding of 
the health of an area’s wildlife. 

“I’d learned that White-nose Syndrome had 
devastated the bat populations in the park, and 
I became very interested in this soundscape of 
frequencies that aren’t within the human hearing 
range,” Polli says. “There’s a theory that the health 
of a natural environment can be measured by 
looking at how full its frequency spectrum is. So 
maybe we can use sound to find and measure 
wildlife when you can’t see it.” 

And who knows what forms bat art may take in 
the future? With a great deal of engineering work 
now focused on translating bats’ many abilities 
into street-ready tech, perhaps the greatest 
artistic homage to bats is yet to come.  
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According to an Aztec legend, humans 
first learned about the edible 
properties of the agave from the animal 
world. And while we don’t know 

for sure who these altruistic critters may have 
been, it wouldn’t be a stretch to imagine bats 
playing a major role. You see, if you’re a lesser 
long-nosed bat, few things are more satisfying 
than an energy-rich meal of agave nectar. This is 
especially the case after a long spring migration 
up to the Borderlands region of the southwestern 
United States to give birth to your pup. Think of 
it as a well-deserved Tequila Sunrise. >
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AGAVES AND THE BATS OF THE BORDERLANDS

THE
OF
land

By KATIE JEPSON
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F E AT U R E In Mesoamerica, humans have chewed agave for at least 9,000 years.

 And the agave benefits as well. As it turns 
out, the lesser long-nosed bat boasts poor 
table manners. The animal will carry bits of 
pollen from plant to plant, propagating and 
diversifying agave lineages, which allows the 
plants to adapt to pests and pathogens. A 
genetically healthy stand of agave is, of course, 
a boon to the humans who utilize the plant 
for food, drink, fuel and fiber. This complex 
relationship between plant, animal and human 
has shaped the landscape for thousands of 
years, giving the Borderlands its distinctive 
character and making the region ground zero 
for both bat and agave conservation.  

 
Deep Roots
Prior to the introduction of European crops and 
livestock, the diet of pre-Columbian people of 
the American Southwest largely consisted of 
succulent plants like the agave. 

“There is a strong human connection to the 
agaves,” says Jesús Garcia, an Education Specialist 
at the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum.

Garcia regularly gives demonstrations of how 
the agaves can be cooked and eaten, based on 
archeology, agricultural and historical evidence. 
“It’s an amazing way to revive a tradition. We can 

bring back to life and celebrate agaves in a way 
that hasn’t been done in a while.” 

But agave was more than just a source of food, 
it also could be used to provide shelter or as a 
textile. In southern Arizona, the Hohokam people 
cultivated agaves, transporting plants from higher 
elevations to the desert valley floor. Rock piles 
were constructed to create microclimates around 
the base of the plants to foster better soil to grow 
the desert plants, remnants of which still dot the 
landscape today. In fact, over 550 pre-Columbian 
agave cultivation sites have been documented 
in Arizona alone. Prominent researchers, like 
Wendy Hodgson of Desert Botanical Garden, 
have discovered that some seemingly wild agave, 
like Agave parryi, exhibit genetic signatures of 
prehistoric cultivation, a signpost to the plant’s 
importance to the indigenous inhabitants of the 
region. This particular agave species is a favorite 
of bats and humans, and is used to provide 

BCI is focusing 
restoration 
efforts on two 
species of 
agave, Agave 
parryi and 
Agave palmeri 
(pictured). 
Both are a 
food source to 
nectar-feeding 
bats. 
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Over 550 pre-Columbian agave 
cultivation sites have been 
documented in Arizona alone. 
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agave-derived beverages like aguamiel, pulque and, 
of course, mescal. 

Under Pressure 
As resilient and emblematic of the Borderlands as 
the agave may be, the plant and its ecosystem face 
significant environmental pressures. 

“Early in the last century, episodic drought and 
large numbers of livestock undoubtedly reduced 
agave numbers across the landscape, as the 
young agave flower stalks are high in moisture 
and sugars,” explains Dan Taylor, BCI’s Director 
of Public Lands. “And while agave and range 
conditions recovered over the ensuing decades, 
more recent pressures due to development, 
invasive plants and changing climate have 
brought new challenges.” 

In the United States, housing developments, 
roadways, construction and other impervious 
surfaces have replaced historical agave patches. 
In Mexico, agaves face a similar threat, along with 
the illegal harvesting of wild agave to produce 
mescal or similar products. 

And this is not good for the lesser long-nosed 
bat; the Borderlands isn’t just a food stop for 
traveling bats, it’s the destination.

“While blooming agave and cacti exist across 
Central and Northern Mexico, a portion of the 
bat’s population likely became migratory to take 
advantage of the density of food resources in this 
region during a critical time of reproduction,” 
explains Taylor. 

In short, less agave in the Borderlands means 
fewer bats and the decline of a unique ecosystem.

Grassroots Effort 
Now, if you want to grow agave in the wild, best 
talk to Francesca Claverie, the Program and 
Nursery Manager with Native Plant Materials 
Program at the Borderlands Restoration Network. 

“Something that is really interesting is that 
with growing agave from seed, we really depend 
on the bats for pollination,” she says. “Now, we 
can also take offsets or pups from the wild agave, 
which are clonal offshoots of the plant, but they 
don’t produce as many agaves for restoration  
as seed.”

The Borderlands Restoration Network grows 
agaves to be planted across the landscape, or sold 
as seed or container plants to public, government 
and private restoration groups. Claverie and 
her colleagues collect seeds from wild agave, 
while simultaneously gathering all sorts of 
vital information like soil type, elevation, GPS 

coordinates, etc. This is all in an effort to keep 
the genetic integrity and diversity of the wild 
populations intact. The high-quality agave seeds 
are then germinated and kept in a greenhouse 
until they reach a size that is ready for planting, a 
process that takes about four or five years. 

However, once the agave is in the ground, the 
work doesn’t stop. All sorts of critters like to eat 
the young tender flowering shoots of the smaller 
agaves. The long shallow roots, while essential 
for erosion control, prove to be easy pickings for 
critters like the javelina. 

“The problem is that they are super-tasty for the 
javelinas,” remarks Claverie. “They are sometimes 
the trickiest part.” 

One solution is to construct small rock piles 
and fences around the young agave to deter 
opportunistic feeders, as well as illegal harvesting.

Last spring, Bat Conservation International 
set a bold goal of planting 100,000 native agaves 
where they are needed, utilizing a variety of 
factors to ensure these plants get to grow all big 
and tall. Members and supporters responded 
with the most successful Spring Fundraising 
Appeal in the organization’s history. Bat 
Conservation International is now actively 
working with partners like the Borderlands 
Restoration Network where volunteers, students 
and biologists alike participate in planting 
efforts. And it’s not just bats that rely on the 
agave. All sorts of pollinators use the agave for 
nectar sources, including hummingbirds, orioles, 
tanagers and various insects like bees, wasps and 
hawk moths. Currently, there are thousands of 
agave ready for planting this summer and next. 

BCI hopes that bolstering wild agave 
populations in key areas near lesser long-nosed 
bat maternity roosts and migratory pathways will 
help ensure the long-term viability of both agave 
and bat populations. More agave means food for 
bats and more wild pollination of agave, which 
helps restore a fractured ecosystem.  

“ Early in the last 
century, episodic 
drought and 
large numbers 
of livestock 
undoubtedly 
reduced agave 
numbers across 
the landscape, 
as the young 
agave flower 
stalks are high  
in moisture  
and sugars.”
—Dan Taylor, BCI’s Director 
of Public Lands

Volunteers with the 
Borderlands Restoration 
Network prepare young 
agaves for planting.
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A Watershed Achievement

A light rain began to fall upon Nakanacagi Village, 
though to no detriment of those below. The rain was, 
after all, a sign of blessings from the heavens. This 

was a day of celebration—the culmination of many years of 
phone calls, meetings, emails, field research, data collection, 
late nights and early mornings. And all leading to this  
moment: the dedication of the Nakanacagi Bat Sanctuary.

In attendance was the much revered Tui Macuata (Para-
mount Chief) Ratu Wiliame Katonivere, who commended 
the village for its assistance in the conservation efforts. 
Along with the Paramount Chief, over 300 community 

members, village leaders, conservation partners and gov-
ernment officials attended the watershed moment of the 
sanctuary’s dedication. It would be the Fiji’s first protected 
bat sanctuary, and all to protect the vital breeding and 
roosting habitat of 95 percent of the global Fijian free-tailed 
bat population. 

“[The ceremony] was a cultural dedication and then a 
spiritual dedication, and for us in Fiji, that’s very important,” 
says NatureFiji-MareqetiViti Director Nunia Thomas-Moko. 

“It was culturally and traditionally declared as a sanctuary, 
and then there was a blessing ceremony over there by the 

The dedication of Fiji’s first protected bat sanctuary

The revered Tui Macuata Ratu 
Wiliame Katonivere gives opening 
remarks at the Nakanacagi Bat 
Sanctuary dedication ceremony. 

conservation
F I E L D  N O T E S 

S P E C I A L  F E AT U R E
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A traditional 
offering, or 
sevusevu, 
of yaqona is 
prepared for 
the ceremony.

>

pastor. Sometimes that’s all we need, the blessings of the 
indigenous people, to open the pathways for us to be able  
to do conservation work in Fiji.” 

“The pageantry and high spirits of the dedication 
ceremony by the Nakanacagi villagers, clans and provincial 
leaders were inspiring,” says BCI Chief Conservation Officer 
Kevin Pierson, who attended the ceremony alongside 
partners from the Rainforest Trust, NatureFiji-MareqetiViti 
and The National Trust of Fiji. 

Beyond the festivities, however, was the tangible 
realization of the cooperative efforts to designate, purchase 

and protect Nakanacagi Cave and the surrounding 21-acres. 
With the offerings of yaqona consumed, the Meke dances 

performed (one even inspired by the bats themselves) and 
the dedication ceremony concluded, the attendees then went 
to visit the stars of the show—the bats.

Bats of Paradise
Bats hold a special place in Fiji, so much so that when 
Fijian government approved a redesign of the country’s 
currency in 2011, a bat was selected to adorn the 10-cent 
coin—the Fijian monkey-faced bat to be exact. This and 
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five other species are found throughout the 
333-island archipelago of this Pacific Island 
nation, representing the only endemic mammals 
to Fiji.

Life for these bats of paradise, however, is 
not without its challenges. In a country where 
the gross domestic product from forestry and 
agriculture outpaces even tourism, suitable 
habitat for these bats is coming under increasing 
pressure. Additional stress comes from cave 
disturbance, hunting and lack of comprehensive 
scientific information. Faced with these factors, 
it is little wonder that five of the six Fijian bat 
species face an increased risk of extinction. This 
includes the critically endangered Fijian monkey-
faced bat (Mirimiri acrodonta), the endangered 
Fijian free-tailed bat (Chaerephon bregullae), the 
near-threatened Samoan Flying Fox (Pteropous 
samoensis nawainensis), the vulnerable 
Fijian blossom bat (Notopteris macdonaldi) 
and the endangered Pacific sheath-tailed bat 
(Emballonura semicaudata). 

“ [The ceremony] was a cultural 
dedication and then a spiritual 
dedication, and for us in Fiji, 
that’s very important.”
— Nunia Thomas-Moko, Director, 
NatureFiji-MareqetiViti

Fijian free-tailed bats (Chaerephon bregullae) in Nakanacagi Cave.

Raw kava (yaqona) is presented during the ceremony. 
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A Collaborative Effort
Formed in 2016, the Fijian Bat Conservation 
Initiative is a collaboration of organizations 
working to protect the threatened and 
endangered bat species of Fiji. Members of this 
initiative include Bat Conservation International, 
NatureFiji-MareqetiViti, University of South 
Pacific, National Trust of Fiji, International Union 
for Conservation of Nature, World Wildlife 
Foundation of Fiji, Conservation International, 
Wildlife Conservation Society, Birdlife 
International and Rainforest Trust. 

“The collaborative efforts of all partners have 
been critical to the success of the first step in 
this initiative to establish the Nakanacagi Bat 
Sanctuary,” says Elizabeth Erasito, Director of The 
National Trust of Fiji.

The people of Nakanacagi Village, too, have 
been vital to the establishment of the sanctuary. 
Following the advice of conservationists, the 
villagers voted in 2012 to halt the traditional 
harvesting of the bats, and their continued 

The area above Nakanacagi Cave is home to 
endangered dry rainforest habitat. The protection 
of the cave will help restore this fragile ecosystem.

Raw kava (yaqona) is presented during the ceremony. 

Women from the local villages arrive ahead of the dedication ceremony.

Wren Mclean, Rainforest Trust, dances during 
the dedication ceremony. 

In a country 
where the 
gross domestic 
product from 
forestry and 
agriculture 
outpaces even 
tourism, suitable 
habitat for these 
bats is coming 
under increasing 
pressure.

>
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Roughly 87 percent of Fiji’s population lives on two major islands—Viti Levu and Vanua Levu.
field

notes

involvement in the conservation efforts has 
proven essential, especially with their historical 
knowledge of the bats and the cave.

Through funding from Bat Conservation 
International and partners at the Rainforest Trust, 
the Fijian Bat Conservation Initiative will work 
with local government over the next five years 
to run education programs, train rangers for the 
sanctuary and ensure the continued protection of 
the cave habitat. 

“We believe in empowering the local community 
to know more about their own resources,” says 
Thomas-Moko. “We really hope that through the 
research and through the way the site is managed, 
we can develop field ecologists for Fiji and 
inspire children to realize what they have in their 
very own backyard is something special and that 
they have the power in their decision-making to 
destroy it or to save it.”

An additional 30 acres of land will soon be 
added to the sanctuary, cement-
ing the protection of the bats. Bat 
Conservation International is 
also working to further identify 
key roosting habitat for Fiji’s 
endangered and threatened spe-
cies across the islands, as well as 
working with local stakeholders 
to develop sustainable conserva-
tion plans. 

“The bats at Nakanacagi 
Cave and the bat sanctuary is 
a platform for us to engage in 
the discussion around bats,” 
says Thomas-Moko. “Having 
the bat sanctuary, talking about 
the bats at a national level, and 
for the site to be recognized at 
an international level as a bat 
sanctuary, sends a message to 
communities and to the general 
public that bats are important  
and good.”  

Kevin Pierson, BCI 
Chief Conservation 
Officer, gives remarks 
during the dedication. 

Below:
Fijian free-tailed  
bats roost in 
Nakanacagi Cave. 

“ The pageantry and high spirits of 
the dedication ceremony by the 
Nakanacagi villagers, clans, and 
provincial leaders were inspiring.” 
— BCI Chief Conservation Officer Kevin Pierson
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Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  A  N O T E D  E X P E R T

Roxanne Pourshoushtari is a Master’s student at Angelo State Uni-
versity working to better understand the roosting habits of the 
endangered Mexican long-nosed bat (Leptonycteris nivalis) in Texas.  

Through a combination of thermal imaging, PIT tagging and genetic test-
ing, Pourshoushtari hopes that her colleagues and she can gather a greater 
understanding of the lives of these endangered bats. 

cross-pollination in 
these plants, thus 
promoting genetic 
diversity within the 
plant species.

Bats: What is it like 
working in the field?
Pourshoushtari: 
Fieldwork is the 
highlight of the job. It’s 
the time that you get 
hands-on contact with 
your study species, be 
outside and experience 
new challenges that 
just don’t arise when 
in a lab. Of course, 
it can be physically 
demanding at times, 

sometimes mentally 
exhausting, but there 
is nothing as satisfying 
as knowing you’ve 
successfully made it 
through a rugged field 
experience.

Bats: What are some 
of the challenges you 
face with your work?
Pourshoushtari: 
Emory Cave is a 
4-mile trek up a 
mountain, which can 
take 2–3.5 hours to 
hike, depending on 
the physical abilities 
of those in the group 
and the heat of the 
day. As such, heat 
exhaustion is a real 
possibility and has 
been experienced by 
a few volunteers that 
have come out with 
me. Getting equipment 
up the mountain 
and maintaining it 
also has its own set 
of challenges, from 
the effort of getting 
it up the mountain 
in the first place 
to troubleshooting 
issues that require the 
assistance of technical 
support.  

Bats: How has BCI 
helped your research? 
Pourshoushtari: BCI 
has subgranted us 
funding from the Fish 
& Wildlife Service, 
as a part of the 
effort of the Nivalis 
Conservation Network. 
Winifred Frick and Jon 

Bats: Why are the  
L. nivalis roosts in 
Texas unique?  
Pourshoushtari: There 
is only one known L. 
nivalis roost in Texas, 
which is Emory Cave 
in Big Bend National 
Park. Though this 
cool-temperature cave 
is within the Chi-
huahuan Desert, it is 
surrounded by high 
elevation pine-oak 
woodland, a charac-
teristic shared with 
other major roost sites 
in Mexico. It is the 
only known mater-
nity roost in the U.S. 

where mothers bring 
and continue to raise 
their flying juveniles; 
therefore, there are 
very rarely any adult 
males that show up at 
this site. 

Bats: Why are these 
bats important?
Pourshoushtari: 
These bats are known 
pollinators of over 
20 species of plants, 
primarily relying on 
agave species in the 
northern portion of 
their range. Their 
pollination services 
help to promote 

Flanders have both 
been involved with 
the NCN, including 
work on the Species 
Status Assessment. 
With Winifred’s 
past experience in 
dealing with the sister 
species, Leptonycteris 
yerbabuenae, and the 
extensive knowledge 
about bat conservation 
that both she and Jon 
have, they’ve been 
incredibly valuable in 
the mission to protect 
the Mexican long-
nosed bat. 

Bats: How will your 
research inform 
conservation?
Pourshoushtari: The 
hope is to eventually be 
able to follow migratory 
patterns of these bats 
with the PIT tagging 
systems that are in 
place, but as it stands, 
no one has detected 
any bats that weren’t 
caught at the site of 
the monitoring system. 
We have still been 
able to collect data on 
the seasonal variation 
in activity and site 
fidelity. The genetics 
work I am doing will 
hopefully help us to 
elucidate the true status 
of this species in the 
wild, as these bats are 
rare and difficult to 
find throughout their 
range, causing greater 
challenges to face 
in the conservation 
efforts.  

Rugged Research
The mountainous rigors (and rewards) of fieldwork 

Pourshoushtari and a young 
Leptonycteris nivalis she 
captured via mist-net near the 
entrance of Emory Cave. 
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We offer our deepest gratitude to all BCI  
members and contributors who support  

the conservation of the world’s bats.
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Jerri Brown and Tracy 

Steelhammer 

Ambassador Patricia A. Butenis

Brian Buttazoni

Lisa and Wade Caldwell

Michael and Lee 

Callaham 

Carol Carpenter

Cars, Inc.

Lorna and John Castellanos

Susan B. Clark

Glenn and Sharon Conant

George M. Covington

David Donnelly

Ginda and Benji Fisher 

Mrs. Ruth Flournoy

Susan A. Fredericks

Garden Ridge Women’s Club

Robert Grattan

Cynthia Gray

Robert Gregory

Ray Groover, Jr.

Constance L. Hauver

Richard Hendricks 

Cynthia Wheary Hertlein

Dorian Hirth

Robert J. Howe

Susan Johnson

Steven Katz

Joshua and Julianna Kershen

Richard and Kathy 

Kimbrough 

Edward and Donna King 

Bill Lacy and Jane Stieren Lacy

Ms. Marcia P. Lane

Janet MacDonald and John Crist

Adrienne B. Mars

Arla McMillan

Minnesota Zoo AAZK Chapter

Kevin and Iris Neelley 

Laura Penn

Cynthia Pickett
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Prefer to send a check? Please mail to:
Bat Conservation International 

P.O. Box 140434 
Austin, TX 78714-0434

UPDATES AND ADDITIONS
We have made every effort to make these lists 
complete. If you believe your name was left out 
in error, please call Kenda Lovecchio, Chief 
Development Officer, at 512-327-9721 ext. 130.

DONATE TODAY
To make a tax-deductible donation to BCI, 
simply visit batcon.org/donate. For a list of 
other ways to support bats and BCI, go to  
batcon.org/waystogive.

Ms. May Raynolds 

Roadway Productions

Benjamin Sanders 

Donald and Brenda 

Schnell 

Natalie Sciano

Karen Shatzkin

Ms. Katie Stemwedel

Dale Stevens

Lila Stevens

Diane K. Sutton

Joseph Thurn

Linda Tomas

Heather Westendarp

Robert W. Wivchar

Red Bat $250-$499

Michael Adami Sampson

Jerri Alexiou

Mr. Jon Anderson

John and Rose Andrews

Anonymous

Anna Antonowich

Judith Barnes

John and Sue Bassett

Ashley Bayard

Mr. Ron E. Beard

Mr. Douglas Bergeson

Ms. Judy Biederman

Ken Blake

Shari Blissett Clark

Coco Brennan

Mr. Lawrence Broch

Brian Brumit

William Bunch

Cathy Burnell and Gerald 

Craddock 

Ms. Susan Butler

Robert and Laura Cadwallader

Mrs. Pam Capito

Larry Cartwright

Causecast Foundation

Ms. Darlene Chirman

*Tim Cliffe

Mark Colbenson 

Robert and Rita Colwell

George Connelly

Gerald Craddock and  

Cathy Burnell

Phillip and Julie Croll 

Nancy Cronin

Daphne Crosbie and Jack Stults

Jean Daniels

Daniel Donovan

William Dudley 

Jo Duffy

Mark Dugo

Carol Eklund and Lewin Wickes

Kate Emanuel

Emilio Englade

John Falck

*Barbara Fanta

Julianne and Jason 

Farabaugh 

Cindy Fazio

Barbara and Anthony 

Fiorica 

*Michael Forwood

Thomas Francis 

Paul and Gina Gaedke

Karen Garthwait

The George Foundation 

Sarah Gibson 

Edward S. Gilman and  

Margaret Lechner

Ms. Elinor Goff

Jennifer Goodwin

Cindy Grable

Tracy Greenholt

Michael and Diane Greiner

Kris Gulbran and Pat Pielage

*Danielle Gustafson and  

Brad Klein 

Kim Haislip 

Evan Hall

John Hatchell 

Dr. Martin Heyworth

Mary Ann Hohensee 

William Hope

Susan Hopkins

Margaret Hover

Martin Isenberg

*Mary Jasnowski

Sara Johnson

Howard Johnston

Mrs. Nelson Jones

Gail P. Kohl

*Michael J. Koski

Catherine and  

Christopher Kramer 

Cindy Kuenzi

Richard Kunz and Laura 

Plath 

Merrill Leavitt

Larry and Karen Lee

Joan and Harold Lewis 

*Scott and Joy Linn

Ivan Lopez

Ralph and Holly Love

*Kenda Lovecchio

Eva Lydick

*Barbara A. Malizia

David Marshall

Martina Martin

Zachary Martin 

Cherie and Ken Mason 

W. Mitch Masters

Mr. D. A. McCauley

*Louis McLove and  

Beverly Wolcott

Kerry Mello

Matthew Mezydlo 

Nicholas and Kristina Mistry

*Ms. Robin K. Moates

Charles Murphy

Colleen Murray

Katy Murray

Becky Nahas

Joyce Netto

Amber Nolder

Arthur and Jenifer Ogus

Ms. Linda O’Neill

Robert B. Paul

*Kent Purdy

Mr. Robert Pustay

Kellie Quinones

Quittapahilla Audubon Society

Mr. Bruce Richbourg

*Mrs. Charles Richey

John Ritter

Frank Robertson

Steven Robertson

Sheilah Roenfeldt

Ron Rydarowicz

Dorothy Rypka

Saint Francis of Assisi 

Elementary School

Mr. Paul Schneider 

Steve and Mary Schneider

Cynthia and David Schraer

Ms. Eleanor Schwartz

Kurt Schwarz

*Shannon Scroggins

Weston W Sechrest, Ph.D.

Evan Shack

Shannon Shaddock 

*Kay Sibary and Buck Shaw

Nicola Sloan

*Mary and Jason Smith

Bob and Sally Sohn

Kathy Spalding

Thomas M. Spencer

Jenifer Steele and  

Arthur E. Ogus 

Sara Steelman 

Robert Sundquist

Terrance Taddeo

Rebecca Tarlton 

Dick F. Taylor

*Donna K. Thalacker

*Paula Thiede and  

Charles Martin

Randall and Judy Thompson

James Tibbetts

*Jaimie Trautman 

Michelle Vaghari

Angela Wade 

Joe and Naomi Walston

Deb and Don Whitler 

Penelope Wickham

Warren Wilson Reiner

Jackie Worden

Jeannie Wright

Carol R. Yaster

*Beth Zelten

Amber Zuhlke
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT MAKING A LEGACY GIFT TO BCI,  

VISIT BATCON.ORG/LEGACY, CALL 1-800-538-2287 EXT. 130  

OR EMAIL LEGACY@BATCON.ORG

FO R T H E YO U N G                                     CO N S ERVAT I O N I S T

Hey, Kids! 
Rufus the 

Madagascar 
flying-fox loves 
to eat fruit and 
fly around the 
rainforest. Today, 
he was hanging 
out when he got 
really hungry, and 
he can’t navigate 
the maze to find 
the mango. Do 
you think you 
could help him?

fun fact
Did you know? Madagascar 
flying-foxes love to squeeze 
the juice from fruit in their 
mouth, and then spit out the 
discarded fruit remains once 
they are finished. Talk about 
table manners! 

Fruitful Find
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CONSERVATION  
THAT ENDURES

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT MAKING A LEGACY GIFT TO BCI,  

VISIT BATCON.ORG/LEGACY, CALL 1-800-538-2287 EXT. 130  

OR EMAIL LEGACY@BATCON.ORG

The BCI Legacy Circle
BCI members and supporters often have personal stories that inspire them to include BCI in their 
estate planning. They may recall bats in the night sky over a summer camp or remember the sounds 
of bats chittering around their family porch. But what they all have in common is a love for unsung 
heroes—and an awareness of the importance of bats to our planet.

Contact us today. Tell us your story. Be confident that your giving will help bats thrive both now and in 
the future.
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Discover Earth’s Echo System.

©2018 Wildlife Acoustics, Inc. All rights reserved.

Introducing Echo Meter Touch 2.
Turn your phone or tablet into a professional-level bat detector.

To study bats, you need to study their echolocation calls, and Echo Meter 
Touch 2 makes it possible – right from your iOS or Android device.

Listen and look. In real-time, Echo Meter Touch 2 processes bats’ ultrasonic 
frequencies, converting them to sound humans can here. You can also view 
the bat calls on a colorful, interactive spectrogram that lets you pause, 
zoom and scroll. 

Identify and learn. While you listen, Echo Meter Touch 2 analyzes. Within 
seconds, the software identifies the most likely species of bat flying above. 
Simply tap the screen to learn more about each of them. 

Record and share. Save what you’re hearing. Share them via email or text, 
and transfer them to your computer. Built-in Google Maps show you where 
each recording was created. 

Discover. We created Echo Meter Touch 2 to help biologists and hobbyists 
study and protect bats all over the world. At $179, this powerful tool is now 
within the reach of anyone who wants to discover and learn about bats. 

Learn more at EchoMeterTouch.com

Do more with PRO.

Echo Meter Touch 2 PRO  
offers many professional  
features. For only $349, it’s  
the most advanced bat  
detector – regardless of price. 

wildlifeacoustics.com/pro




